Appendix D

Concept Design
Medical Warehouse
Zimbabwe, Mutare

-3D illustration indicative
-Please refer to detail drawings for specifics
This drawing is the property of the World Food Programme, it is a confidential document and must not be copied, used, or its content divulged without prior written consent.
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**Project Information**

**Zimbabwe (Mutare) Medical Warehouse**

**Location**

Google Earth

**Key Plan**

**Abbreviations**

- abv: Above
- adj: Adjustable
- D: Door
- DG: Drawing
- DG A-page No: Drawing Architectural
- DG S-page No: Drawing Structural
- DG P-page No: Drawing Plumbing
- E: East
- elec: Electric(El)
- elev: Elevation
- Ent: Entrance
- EP: Energy Panel
- EQ: Equal
- equip: Equipment
- GS: Galvanized Steel
- GC: General Contractor
- N: North
- W: Window

**General Notes/Specifications**

- All architectural drawing dimensions are in cm unless otherwise noted.
- Check DR DOC Comment for clarification.
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- DG GA-003: 3D Views
- DG AR-004: Ground Floor Plan
- DG AR-005: Mezzanine Floor Plan
- DG AR-006: Section A-A
- DG AR-007: Site Section B-B
- DG AR-008: Elevations
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3. This drawing is a rendered representation of the proposed construction and should not be used for construction without further consultation with the design team.
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**GROUND & MEZZANINE FLOOR PLANS**

- **Mezzanine Floor plan**
- **Ground Floor plan**
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**Project Title:**
Zimbabwe Medical Warehouse

**Section:** A-A

**Drawing Sheet Size:** A3

**Number of Sheets:**
NTS 01

**Drawing Number:**
ZIM0001ETH001

**Scale:** 1:50

**Details:**
- Solar Roof Panels on Roof @ 20KG/M²
- Epoxy industrial surfacing floor finish
- 15cm Thick Floor Slab
- 25cm Thick Hard Core
- Min 50cm Thick Selected Fill Stone Masonry

**NOTES:**
- PLAN ON MANIFESTING AREA
- SECTION ON MANIFESTING AREA
- LONG SPAN SHELVING - PACKAGING MATERIAL

**Drawing Revisions:**
- Chk: 30/04/15
- Current Rev: 01

**Title Block:**
- Date: 30/04/15
- Signature: HB
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**Notes**

- **Guard House**
- **Lunch & Recreation Area**
- **Office**
- **Warehouse**
- **Retaining Wall**

**Drawing Details**

- **Project Title:** Zimbabwe (Mutare) Medical Warehouse
- **Site Section B-B**
- **Section B-B**
- **Scale:** 1:25
- **Drawing Sheet Size:** A3
- **Current Rev:** 1
- **Number of Sheets:** 1
- **Drawing Number:** DG AR 007
- **Project Code:** ZIM0001ETH001

**Dimensions**

- 845 ±0.00
- 265
- 1,174
- 1,130
- 598
- 3,055
- 660

**Areas**

- Guard House
- Lunch & Recreation Area
- Office
- Warehouse
- Retaining Wall
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